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2It is perhaps natural to question why we are allowing
a given gate to be conditional on only one of the ROM
bits. Generally, in both quantum and classical compu-
tation, arbitrary numbers of controls are allowed[16], as
these can always be broken down into gates containing
a xed number of controls (two in the case of quan-
tum computation[9], and three in the case of classical
computation[10]). However, breaking down such condi-
tional gates requires the conditional bits to be writable,
and therefore has an associated space complexity cost. It
should also be pointed out that there is nothing unique
about allowing only one control ROM bit per gate. The
results presented in the paper would be unaected by
allowing any xed number of simultaneous conditional
ROM bits.
Throughout this paper we shall be using circuit dia-
grams to represent our ROM-based computations. As
is standard in quantum computational circuit diagrams,
the writable (qu)bits will be represented as horizontal
lines, whose states change as various gates are applied
from left to right. The ROM bits will be depicted above
the circuit diagram, with a line from a ROM bit to a
gate implying that this gate is applied only if the ROM
bit has value one. Fig. 1 contains an example of a ROM














































Please note that we shall be using kets to denote the
writable elements of a ROM-based computer, irrespective









FIG. 1: An example of a ROM-based circuit diagram, the
boxes indicate NOT gates and the circles indicate controls.
The variables at the top of the diagram are the ROM bits.
We shall dene as universal a ROM-based computer
which is capable of transforming the n writable (qu)bits




) possible boolean outputs. In
Sec. III we prove that one writable qubit is suÆcient
for a universal ROM-based quantum computer, whilst
in Sec. IV we show that two writable bits are required
for a universal ROM-based classical computer. In either
the classical or quantum case it is easy to see that if the
ROM model is universal with m writable (qu)bits then
it is universal for any m
0
 m, so the main interest is in
determining the minimalm for which universality holds.
The proofs contained in the following sections depend
upon the fact that XOR and conjunction produce a dis-
tinguished normal form. In order to dene this distin-
guished normal form, let us rst review some proposi-
tional logic theory. It is well known that AND and nega-
tion are suÆcient to express any boolean proposition[11].
Using the three simple equivalences,
1a  a
a  a 1 (5)
a(b c)  ab ac;
it follows that AND and XOR are also suÆcient, as every
negated sentence, a, can be replaced by a 1. This im-




) propositions composed of j boolean
variables can be express as an XOR disjunction of con-
junctions, involving no negations. Hence, XOR and AND
produce a normal form. XOR and AND also produce a
distinguished normal form, as every expression involving
only XOR disjunctions of conjunctions, with no nega-
tions, is unique up to transposition of conjunctions. To






distinct conjunctions involving exactly k of










. The presence or absence of each of these




) dierent boolean propositions.
To prove that a ROM-based computer is universal, we
need to show that each writable (qu)bit can be mapped




) dierent boolean propositions.
As every boolean expression can be written as an XOR
disjunction of conjunctions, it is suÆcient to show that




: : : u
m
i where f is an
arbitrary boolean function and m 2 f1; 2; : : :; jg.
III. ONE WRITABLE QUBIT IS UNIVERSAL



























that a ROM-based quantum computer with one writable




which is applied conditionally on the ROM bit u
i
. The

































are zero, no gate is per-




is one, then a gate
is performed, followed immediately by its inverse, leaving





are one, the sequence of four gates combine to give
the Pauli X matrix, which has the eect of ipping the
qubit in the computational basis. A circuit diagram for
this computation is depicted in Fig. 2(a), whilst Fig. 2(b)
shows how a qubit initial in the state j0i is transformed
























FIG. 2: (a) Circuit diagram of the ROM sequence used to




i. (b) Bloch sphere representa-
















Now each of the Z
u
j























































ignoring an overall phase factor. This new sequence of






i. By replacing the X
u
j
terms in Eq. (8) by sequences of the form given in Eq. (7)
it is easy to see, by recursion, that we can generate a se-







This completes our proof that a ROM-based quantum
computer with one writable qubit is universal.
IV. TWO WRITABLE BITS ARE UNIVERSAL
Consider a ROM-based classical computer with one
writable bit. The only allowable operations are a NOT









i, therefore a one bit ROM-based classical
computer is not universal. This results also follows from
a theorem by Tooli[12].
Now consider a ROM-based classical computer with















































FIG. 3: Circuit diagram representation of the four transforms
given in Eq. (10).
We now wish to prove, using the four transforms from
Eq. (10) that it is possible to transform the writable













, which takes jiji to
j u
1




































: : : u
m 1
i: (13)



























This completes the proof.
4V. TIME EFFICIENCY
A simple counting argument shows that there exists
boolean expressions which will require an exponential
number of ROM calls on either a quantum or classi-
cal ROM computer with a xed number of writeable
(qu)bits. However, it is an open question as to whether
there exist specic boolean expressions which can be gen-
erated on a one qubit quantum computer using a polyno-
mial number of ROM calls, which require an exponential
number of ROM calls on a two bit classical computer.
Consider the transform




: : : u
j
i: (16)



















































































i using 16 ROM




























ROM calls. Thus, to take the AND of O(j)
ROM bits requires only O(j
2
) quantum gates. (Note that
if the number of ROM bits is not a power of two we need
simply include some dummy ROM bits set equal to 1.)
Using a result by Barrington[13], on the power of
width-5 branching programs, we can show that the trans-
form




: : : u
j
ijgijhi (20)
can be performed eeciently on a classical ROM com-
puter. However, the power of a width-4 branching pro-
gram appears to be much less, thus we conjecture[17]
that the transform









) ROM calls on a two bit classical computer.
If our model allowed the ability to clear the writable





: : : u
j
ij0i on a classical two bit computer using
only j ROM calls. The circuit for this computation is















FIG. 4: A circuit diagram showing the eÆcient transforma-




: : : u
j
i on an irreversible classical ROM
computer. The circles indicate re-initialization.
It is perhaps worth noting that time eÆciency of mul-
tiple controlled-NOT gates have been investigated by
Barenco et al.[14], where they nd the number of re-
quired basic gates scales quadratically with the circuit
size. However they use the fact that all the (qu)bits in
the network are writeable.
VI. DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we have introduced a model, which al-
lows the comparison of space-eÆciency between error-
free, reversible quantum and classical computation. We
have shown that quantum computation is more space ef-
cient within this model, requiring only one qubit for
universality, as opposed to two bits. We have also con-
jectured that the minimal quantum ROM computer can
calculate certain boolean functions exponentially faster
than the minimal classical ROM computer.
It would be interesting to compare the classical and
quantum models, allowing for bounded-error computa-
tion, that is, the writeable bits are mapped to the correct
boolean functions of the ROM bits with some probabil-
ity 1   . Preliminary investigations indicate that the
quantum model would still be more powerful than the
classical model.
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